
 “Even though I don’t have an answer to my science friends, that is where I stand.”

-- DR. TIMOTHY KELLER 

END ME YOUR EYES IF ONE TAKES THE TIME AND

LOOK AROUND AT THIS PARTICULAR HANDOUT.
Okay  now  one’s  reading  this  I  had  issued  a  unique
challenge  to  the  Independent  Fundamental  Baptist
establishment – as they’re aware of my explosive 2014 blog
entry,  King  James  Only  Examined  the  blog  entry  that
complimented this. They not only get to challenge these
blog entries, but Digital Wasteland, Am I Making This Up,
The Infamy Raines, and The Ethereal Gazette: Issue Five.

L

The catch – minimal quoting and parroting Scripture
in  their  narrative.  Don’t  hide  behind  Ephesians  to  advocate
censorship of strong language because I will point out something with

their own respective translations. It has the words ‘piss,’ and ‘bastard’ within the pages of their very
translation that they hold near and dear.  They not only are challenging this  blog and the
respective publication but also I Fired God which was something that I would say sounded
like one of my holdouts.  Don’t borrow your language from the Latter Day Saints either as I
can torque them to the very core.  I am providing a boatload of information and yes this will
contain some harsh language I will say get over it because I published with strong language
and have a history of doing so.  I will not be wring anything personally for this but I will help
with other aspects. 

When one is not shy to employ strong language as some preachers have an abject terror
and abhorrence to the notorious queen of all strong language.  I am on par to Sam Jackson
when using it as I am known for this too.  I use stronger language than the creator of The
Boondocks as looked into some of his  respective episodes and compared notes as I had
invoked similar backlashes before he was published.  The font I am ultimately employing for
the layout of the publication is Teletype which is the very font I used to publish Issue Five in
2007. DON’T COME OFF THROWING COL 2:8 AT THIS BECAUSE THAT’S WHERE THOSE WHO

USE IT AGAINST ACADEMIA OR USING OTHER VERSES AS ACADEMIA CLOBBER AS WELL. I
know about the whole clobber passages as I speak out against homosexuality on a scientific
level and on a level from social studies.

I am giving each person interested in this particular project a
generous word count to toy with to being with 2300-6900 words
and must  arrange it  as  a  linear  narrative  framework.  Study what
Creative Nonfiction’s guilty party does with his journal.  I equate
those who are journalists who adhere to young earth creationism to
those who engage in gerbilism; and yes that’s a nasty implication if
one looks this up on Urban Dictionary.  

I am even providing this article from Biologos speaking of what
some of us drew our own conclusions about when science and God
are not in conflict with each other if they look at it from the right
angle.  Some of you here will be looking at this publication – Show
me all your Scars.  

“Gasp! What are you showing us? We don’t want to even discuss these things!” 
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As I am sure some of them here would throw scripture at the problem; don’t – because
when one reads about Peter S. Ruckman’s son and Pastor Rick Warren’s son then starting the
dialog is the right thing to do.  The Pattern Of Diagnosis and Damnation Observes both
invite the dialog as I am linking a video Pastor Bob Beeman did  speaking of Chester from
Linkin Park.  Lee is the one who gave what I did a name; but I gave it a sabertooth tone
meaning  I  gave  it  a  darker  sleek  sheen  when  doing  it.  This  publication I  am  linking
compliments Issue Five in every way – more so The Pattern Of Diagnosis.  I strongly encourage
everyone to pass this portable document file to every person who is faith based and curious
about what we each did – and with my own blog entries being in depth.  This project I’m
choosing to have anonymous involvement. 

I in the editing process but having giving the project in mind the DNA that also made
The Ethereal Gazette: Issue Five what it  is.   I am even encouraging Latter Day Saints to
challenge the article Huffington put out there about what Joseph Smith was revealed to be.
Friends don’t let friends plagiarize or enable them to write using “oh my pickles” or “sugar” in place of the
fecal bomb.  As in get over the use when the masses and Christians also use the word “SHIT  .” 

As in spend the ten spot to get this publication so one can see how it’s done in print then
read  the  tumblr  blog entries  as some of  them are in depth.   The submissions study the
methods applied on Archive of our Own to see how they did it and develop dialog from this.
Young Earth Creationism or that aspect is not only bad theology but also bad journalism too.
It’s spreading  misinformation.  This  blog in 2018 discusses the cruel aspects of how young
earth creationism is.  Prepare to have an answer yes as it’s related in the pages – though don’t
even think of giving a damned Sunday School answer to this.

Narrow is gate as some were taught; but how does one define narrow when educated in a
junior college or a public high school framework.  

This  project  I  am overseeing  some  of  the  other  aspects  –  the  visuals  including  the
costuming (the female contributor will do a challenging photo.  A GENDER FLIPPED VERSION

OF THE LAZARUS OF THE FOUR DAYS A.K.A. LAZARUS OF BETHANY.)  There is a book that
emerged when Issue Five was introduced and I am going to include this here.  If some of you reading this
are a bit skiddish about strong language, one could see this article The Babylon Bee presented
– alleged replacements for the historic profanity as I will share the links about the rich history
of the language my roster plays with.

He jokes, “A GOOD F-BOMB REPLACEMENT IS HARD TO COME BY.” 
Some of you reading this might try to sneak “Holy Chick-Fil-A Bibleman” as part of your

narrative; but to match THE ETHEREAL GAZETTE: ISSUE FIVE’s distinct signature one must
not be afraid of f-bomb. The Fundamental Fundie facing off with me wasn’t prepared for
someone who was well versed in Greek Philosophy to really chew him out as I knew how to
defend  the  use  of  the  extended  middle  digit too  from those  who  complain  about  rude
gestures. Telling an Italian not to swear as long it’s not religious profanity is considered rude.
I will say that Mary Jo and Eric Hovind are not even qualified to write Harry Potter Fanfiction, let alone
instruct the masses on science or social studies.  

I am going to even e-mail the church I weighed in on and ended up decimating their
arguments  to get  permission  to  publish  their  infamous Heaven and Hell  sermon.   I  am
inviting  the  readers  who  get  this  portable  document  file  to  examine  HOLDEN’S  
COUNTERPART   to get my signature and register I did when I wrote this.  I even noticed the
pastor in 2018 from King James Only Examined is no longer around – as I asked if he was
getting his brain picked by this conception of God.  One aspect I would like to see interesting is
seeing an IFB character get handed a copy of Issue Five and discovering how David edited a book for a
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preacher.  
The world that the Independent Fundamental Baptist has is a troll logic and sometimes

one needs to have little playtime with their intellect.  When someone commented on my King
James  Only  Examined  discussion  I  asked  them if  they  read  Catcher  In  The  Rye  –  she
snickered because she said, “The profanity it’s nothing new I read Catcher in high school.” 

The Pattern Of Diagnosis has a register similar  to  David Foster
Wallace (1962-2008.)  Ramsey Campbell had the gall to accuse me
of plagiarizing Wallace when I wrote my respective work.  I didn’t
see his particular outing until years later as it was published a few
months before mine first surfaced in Issue Five – I didn’t see it until
2015 though.  

I had told Ramsey Campbell that he had a lot of nerve to accuse
me of lifting from Wallace when I wrote this.  I will show you the
approximate word counts of the books in The Bible and the thing
with Anointed Writers Group only a few hit the range of The Tell-
Tale Heart or THE   CABBIE   HOMICIDE:   OCTOBER   13,   1993  .  

"THAT PROVES MY POINT YOU ACT LIKE YOU ARE TWO YEARS
OLD REPENT BEFORE SATAN DESTROYS YOU."

"Do you live in G-rated movie?"
"No I accept the boundaries of Jesus in an R rated world that you love."
This one didn’t appreciate that sarcastic response.  
Keep this in mind,  Noah was a drunk, King David couldn’t keep it

in  his  pants,  Christ  told  religious  leaders  to  “DRINK PISS”  and  the
apostles discussed race.  

I am going to leave this in the link as well for the masses to observe
as well as everyone will have something to see too as I am going to park
the graphic here also.  

As I will suggest that the Duggar daughter who made the infamous
controversial comment about the ties to the Holocaust and Evolution –
that’s clearly pure ignorance.  I had made an explosive remark in 2014 to a
rival  editor when he scoffed the plagiarism I caught in the act  – he
dismisses  it  as  a  prank,  “YOU MIGHT AS WELL DENIED THE

HOLOCAUST!” art as one can read the rest of this behind the  link provided.  I will provide
what Duggar related as then used The Living Bible as the version of what she said.

"It's no coincidence that AiG is constantly trumpeting the idea every chance they get that, if Genesis 1 and
2 are not literal, play by play, cohesive accounts and the genealogies in the OT are not completely thorough,
detailed, and comprehensive, then the Bible has no truth value in it at all. You'd think, as believers, they'd
at least recognize this as a very risky proposition. I mean, it's one thing to believe Genesis 1 et al is literal;
it's another thing altogether to convince people that every truth Christianity (or Judaism, I suppose) might
possibly have to offer is entirely bankrupt if Genesis 1 is not literal. You'd think actual believers would
want other believers to have options."

ll right one seen that – I invite everyone to give this an honest look at the discussion as it
drew a good number of replies.  My own responses on a few Disqus boards saw some

hostile responses too as I asked the one if he was a King James Onlyist.  And please for the
love of truth, do not invoke this wording. 

A
That’s the reason why  The Pattern of Diagnosis  was so well received in the underground
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circles because I refused to sound “churchy.”  So keep that in mind for the audience one’s
addressing – writing with minimal quoting and use it as a book end then use other translations
aside from the Authorized Version because no one speaks like this.   David had this as the
King James Version but I am using the New Century Version for this,  “Write down the vision;
write it clearly on clay tablets to whoever reads it can run to tell others.”  

Now that’s out of the way – this pdf is for fair use and distribute this how one wishes as I
will have the body of the project as a .odt file.  Anyone wants to do this collaborative edited
project;  drop me a message on my reddit.com message with any questions one may have.   If
one can hit 2300-6900 words easy I will talk with a few of my correspondents and friends to
host the project (ISBN, LCCN as I will get that with out of my own pocket but I will not be
getting this as a contributor copy after it’s designed and body of the project is passed around.

What  one  does  is  prewrite  their
submission,  download  the  fonts  needed  then
past the story as one would see the paragraphs
arranged in the document.  

One  will  need  I  mean  this  no
pissing around  --  LibreOffice is a
must for this to even pull it off.  This
print  presentation  will  be  hosted  by
another.  

But  have  your  submissions  proof
read and grammar checked; dialog right
and  everything  in  between.   This
project  will  be  overseen  by  science
minded  and  philosophy  literate  crews
so one can see where the others might
be intimidated by such a concept.  So if
one has the urge to use Col 2:8 at us; a
lot  of  us  apply  this  to  young  earth
creationism.   

So  what  I  am  inviting  King  James
Version Onlyites,  Young Earth Creationists
and Independent Fundamental Baptists. Then
those who are so vehemently against reasonable
concepts – I am clearly doing the invitation to
challenge my roster from Issue Five’s research. 

Though I am going to clearly state
one must own Issue Five in print and
study  the  publication  cover  to  cover
just to see what each of us did.  

Getting the pdf version will  be cheating because I am encouraging those who get the
print to loan this to their neighbors and friends. If one one claims that Issue Five is beyond
fucked up because of our concepts. 

One clearly failed to understand what we’re the embodiment of as I am going to link Lincoln’s speech. 
A HOUSE DIVIDED   AS THIS PUBLICATION THE SPEECH WILL BE OPENING THE ENTIRE

PROJECT UP.  If  one is  interested in  taking up this  –  this  is  what  one does,  upload their
contribution to Dropbox and message me with it.
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JESSA SEAWALD’S WILLFULLY CLEAR 
IGNORANT STATEMENT ON THE HOLOCAUST

I  walked  through  the  HolocaustI  walked  through  the  Holocaust
Museum again today... very sobering. Museum again today... very sobering. 

Millions  of  innocents  denied theMillions  of  innocents  denied the
most  basic  and  fundamental  of  allmost  basic  and  fundamental  of  all
rights--their right to life. rights--their right to life. 

One  human  destroying  the  life  ofOne  human  destroying  the  life  of
another  deemed  "less  than  human."another  deemed  "less  than  human."
Racism,  Racism,  stemming from the evolutionarystemming from the evolutionary
idea  that  man came from something  lessidea  that  man came from something  less
than human;than human; that  some people  groups that  some people  groups
are  "more  evolved"  and  others  "lessare  "more  evolved"  and  others  "less
evolved." evolved." 

A  denying  that  our  Creator--A  denying  that  our  Creator--
GOD--made  us  human  from  theGOD--made  us  human  from  the

beginning, beginning, all of One Blood and Race, descendants of all of One Blood and Race, descendants of AdamAdam..
The belief that some human beings are "not fit to live."The belief that some human beings are "not fit to live."

So  they're  murdered.  Slaughtered.  Kids  with  DownSo  they're  murdered.  Slaughtered.  Kids  with  Down
syndrome or other disabilities. The sickly. The elderly. syndrome or other disabilities. The sickly. The elderly. 

The sanctity  of  human life  varies  not  in  sickness  orThe sanctity  of  human life  varies  not  in  sickness  or
health, poverty or wealth, elderly or pre-born, little or lotshealth, poverty or wealth, elderly or pre-born, little or lots
of melanin [making you darker or lighter skinned], or anyof melanin [making you darker or lighter skinned], or any
other factor. other factor. 

 "You are a poor specimen if you can’t stand the pressure of "You are a poor specimen if you can’t stand the pressure of
adversity.  Rescue  those  who  are  unjustly  sentenced  to  death;adversity.  Rescue  those  who  are  unjustly  sentenced  to  death;
don’t  stand  back  and  let  them  die.  Don’t  try  to  disclaimdon’t  stand  back  and  let  them  die.  Don’t  try  to  disclaim
responsibility by saying you didn’t know about it. For God, whoresponsibility by saying you didn’t know about it. For God, who
knows all hearts, knows yours, and he knows you knew! And heknows all hearts, knows yours, and he knows you knew! And he
will reward everyone according to his deeds." will reward everyone according to his deeds." -- Proverbs 24:10--- Proverbs 24:10-
12  The Living Bible12  The Living Bible

May we never sit idly by and allow such an atrocity toMay we never sit idly by and allow such an atrocity to
happen again. Not this generation.happen again. Not this generation.

https://christianchronicle.org/if-christians-dont-believe-in-a-literal-genesis-they-have-no-foundation-for-their-doctrine/
http://www.abrahamlincolnonline.org/lincoln/speeches/house.htm
https://www.biblegateway.com/passage/?search=Habakkuk+2%3A2&version=NCV
http://www.jingerandjeremy.com/2016/10/worms-rocks-rivers-praise-god/


This is what Jessa relates of The Holocaust as I’m friends with a Russian immigrant of
Jewish descent I am not pleased with this statement.

I am sharing this from Jessa Seawald’s Instagram remark and also grabbing the picture – I
changed the translation of what she used but one can see it here on her own posting… .:  The presentation
with her picture too I am giving the face behind the words and yes everyone who reads this –
challenge her ignorance towards social studies in print. Please buy her An Eye In Shadows
because that’s something to show what I saw on Independence Day in an other part of the
world then someone drop her my thesis,  The Transparent Confession.  I am inviting those who
read this and young earth creationists to challenge my thesis as well in print.
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https://www.academia.edu/18638734/The_Transparent_Confession
https://www.instagram.com/p/tY_PCYjfjZ/?modal=true

